
Take your website global  
with translation integration



Introduction
Whether you are ready to launch your first multilingual website, or fully-versed in delivering 
market specific experiences to your customers, you will be faced with the challenge of 
streamlining the translation workflow to make it a seamless part of your content creation 
process.

Your new content must be readily available for translation, automatically assigned to a 
professional linguist, and sent back again to your CMS for approval and publication, without 
causing any disruption to your content production cycle - no matter what CMS you are using.

Forget about sending emails, waiting for quotes or manually extracting your content for 
translation. 

Capita Translation and interpreting (Capita TI) has developed several tools as part of our 
technology suite, SmartMATE, to ensure your content automatically reaches our translation 
ecosystem, and is sent back to your CMS, with minimal effort from your side of the chain.

We will fully integrate our translation ecosystem with your website content production, whether 
that be via one of our connectors to the most popular CMSs, replicating your website without 
the need to access your CMS, or via our universal API that can easily talk to any customised 
content production system.

Why integrate your website with our translation ecosystem?
Enhanced automation 
Send and receive content for translation via minimal touchpoints

Ease of use 
Request and retrieve translations within the CMS environment or simply let our 
technology pick up the new content for translation and recreate the multilingual sites 

Reduced time to market 
Rapidly release localised sites, as soon as they are available

Secure environment 
All content, including confidential and sensitive data, is protected within our secure 
ecosystem

Reduced costs 
Increase the use (and leveraging) of translation memory, as well as reduced project 
management time

Enhanced quality 
By integrating with our translation ecosystem, you will have access to some of the best 
translation teams in the industry, combined with translation technology that helps to 
validate our work

24/7 availability 
Access the system and send projects for translation 24 hours a day, 7 days a week



How it works
 

CMS connectors

A plugin connects your CMS to our translation ecosystem, streamlining 
the process, and allowing you to start translation in just a few clicks.

With pre-built connectors for some of the most popular CMSs, such as 
WordPress, Magento and Adobe Experience Manager, you can connect 
instantly, and send pages, posts, meta details and product pages for 
translation within your own system.

We want to hear about your requirements for specific CMS connectivity 
as we continue to work towards supporting additional systems.

Website translation proxy

A cloud-based solution that sits in front of your website and overlays 
translations so that different audience segments can see content in 
their local languages.

Continue to manage your primary website as you do now, and any time 
new content is created or updated, the proxy seamlessly produces, 
organises and updates your multilingual sites in parallel.

Website proxy can handle everything from setup, localisation of 
content, and delivery (hosting) of your localised websites. You don’t 
need to worry about sending us content, we will grab it, translate it and 
publish it for you. We can even show you upfront how your translated 
website will look, in any language, with just one click.

API

A flexible, easy and secure solution to manage your translation 
workflow. Our API allows you to connect our translation ecosystem to 
your digital assets, whether that be a website CMS, CRM, mobile app or 
software.

Create a translation request, query the progress of an existing request, 
and download translated files when the request is completed.

Our API information is readily available so your technical teams can 
easily assess just how simple it would be for you to create an interface 
that connects to our ecosystem.

This is a great solution if you want to be in control of the interface, 
or if you are using a CMS which is not currently supported by our 
connectors.



Find out more about how partnering with Capita gives you the assurance of quality,  
global reach and trusted delivery on time, every time by visiting:

https://www.capitatranslationinterpreting.com
Or contact us at:     Email: marketing@capita-ti.com      Tel (UK): +44 (0)845 367 7000

Technology in practice
Worldpay required a centralised solution to manage 
and automate the localisation of sprint cycles for online 
support content in 4 key languages.

Using our SmartMATE Website Proxy solution, content 
is ‘crawled’ from Worldpay’s site, with translatable text identified, extracted and sent to our 
translation ecosystem. It is more manageable and efficient than the traditional import/export 
method, as each localised page is produced by the same system, and pages for new audiences 
can be produced simultaneously.

“We have been using Capita’s SmartMATE WordPress Connect 
tool for our translation requirements, and the entire process has 
become much easier and more cost-efficient.”

Rachel Pelos, Social Media and Content Co-ordinator, Triumph

“The WordPress integration has been really easy to use and work 
with making the turnaround time per translation fast & accurate. 
If there is ever an issue or we have a different request, Capita are 
extremely responsive & offer support until a solution is found.”

Accordance International VAT


